
WHICH IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL GOTHIC

Probably the most famous of all Gothic buildings - thanks to the Victor Hugo's novel The Hunchback of Notre-Dame - is
located on the Ile de la Cite island in the.

The original building was destroyed by the Mongols in , but it was rebuilt a few years later. The complex
forest of spires and pinnacles provides both aesthetic and structural purposes. Front facade of Wells Cathedral.
Its existing form is actually a mixture of Romanesque and Gothic forms. According to Rolling Stone , PJ
Harvey's music in "careens from blues to goth to grunge , often in the space of a single song" whereas
American artists such as Marilyn Manson combined "atmosphere from goth and disco" [73] with " industrial
sound". The cathedral was built from the late 12th century until the midth century and has remained nearly
unchanged ever since its completion. It was completed soon after  Interestingly, one of the most impressive
Gothic buildings ever built arouse mixed feelings when it was finally completed. The Amiens Cathedral is
best known for the early 13th century Gothic sculpture but it is also famous for housing what is believed to be
the head of John the Baptist. The Mysteries of Udolpho by Ann Radcliffe Radcliffe's work anticipates Stoker's
ability to describe landscapes unseen by the author. The band's name, morbid fashion style, and sound made
an impact almost immediately. The name of the band was used after it was considered, but not chosen, by the
band Culture Club, featuring Boy George. Some of the more important buildings, like St. Cologne Cathedral is
the largest Gothic cathedral in Northern Europe. Construction of the building began in with all additional
works being completed as late as  Its tower is still the cities tallest structure standing at meters. Wuthering
Heights incorporates plenty of those gothic elements that we love, including isolation, death, mystery, power,
and male versus female, set against the haunting backdrop of the Yorkshire Moors. Although the band has
toured the world, and still occasionally play shows, they have remained a cult band. The exterior of the Black
Church, Brasov, Romania. Feel free to add your suggestions in the comments below. In addition to being an
important place of pilgrimage, the Basilica of St Denis is also the burial place of most French kings from the
10th to the 18th century. Fields of the Nephilim has a vibe like no other, with haunting songs, and a sound that
was valiant, eerie, and beautiful all at once. Belfry of Ghent, Belgium The Belfry of Ghent is the tallest one in
Belgium today and is one of three medieval towers that overlook the city. It was built on the site of an older
church which was destroyed by fire in  It has been the traditional place of coronation for English monarchs for
many centuries. Barbara's Church is a magnificent Gothic church. Today, like many buildings of the period is
a Grade I listed and protected. It was built in around after the previous wooden church burnt down in  Work
resumed again in the 's with its final completion in to the original plans. Salisbury houses one of the world's
oldest working clocks too. With five albums, many more singles, EPs, and splits released over the past three
decades, Skeletal Family still lives on, passing on the musical legacy of romantic darkness to younger
generations of goth fans at live performances; the band is still important to the scene, especially in its home
base, the U. Notre-Dame also suffered some damage during the Second World War. Firstly from French
Revolutionaries in and then the Nazi's in  It is, nonetheless, one of the largest and best-known churches in
France, let alone Europe. Its Nave and rise windows are particularly stunning. A reshaping of the Wandering
Jew legend which underlies so much of the gothic genre, including Melmoth the Wanderer. Construction
began in and was later abandoned in  It would later be restored in the current Neo-Gothic style. It is most
noted for its Silver Shrine and magnificent western facade and was built, mainly, throughout the 14th Century.
Its construction began in and was completed only in 


